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CHEBYSHEV (TŠEBÕŠEV)

Interactive sound-game for conducted four groups of performers on tumbler-switches and 
joystick and a CSound synthesizer 

Première: April 9, 2011, Tallinn (Estonia), Kanuti Gildi SAAL by ensemble U: www.uuu.ee (and public of 
the concert)

Description:

Four groups of four performers (ideally just people in public) have everybody an ON-OFF tumbler switch. 
Every group has a conductor who conducts the piece by given schema (see cheb-score.pdf) giving 
different tempos, expressions, solos, stop/start signs etc. The players have to try to  follow the conductor and 
make as much music as they can with the switch in their hands.

The state of the switches is read by an data acquisition controller ( like RedLab 1024LS 
http://www.meilhaus.de/index.php?id=26&user_produkte[PR]=90&L=1&cHash=f866b18d24 ). Every 
switch in agroup stands for one bit in a 4-bit ever-changing number (thus 0..15) . The data is read form the 
controller by a program (cheb-prog, written in C ) and sent to CSound via CSound API, running Csound 
source chebyshev.csd . Every single aspect in the sound generation is depending on the current state of 
switches. Another very important factor is the density of ON-OFF movements within a group – it is counted 
and calculated after every certain time interval and it considerably influences the resulting sound. 

The sound is sent to 4 speakers, every group makes sound in one channel (+ some reverberation to 
neighboring  channel).

In the latter version of the piece a joystick was added. The part of joystick player is free. Movements of the 
lever and pressing to the buttons add some filtering effects to the sound.

One central methods in the sound modification is waveshaping and the use of Chebyshev polynomials (GEN 
13 of CSound). The piece is dedicated to the great Russian Mathematician Pafnuti Lvovich Chebyshev.

The central idea and aim of the piece:

… is the shift of the roles public-performer-conductor-creator,  asking who is actually who, where and what 
is the music that is actually made? (In the first performance the switch-players were random people from the 
public, the conductors were regular players of the ensemble playing other part of the concert). Is the music in 
the movements  and expression of conductors or is it in the head of a person trying to make the music on an 
extremely simple and completely non-musical device? Is it possible at all? Or how important is in that case 
the actual sound coming from the loudspeakers, resulting from the cold calculations of a computer? 

At least there should be some playing joy for everybody involved in the piece.

The actual recording of the resulting sound is thus just a co-product (with almost no musical value) and there 
is absolutely no sense to play it or listen to it separately.
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